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EVERY
day's headlines carry news o~
the growing assault against Nippon, the
home of the Japs. Here on ,this page are
photographs of p'art of the Philippine invasion, from the official fi les of the Signal
Corps of the War Department:... They give
some idea of the vast job. required in
tangling with the Nips.
The top picture at the left shows
American troops as they unload supplies
from LST's on the shores of the PhilipRines. In the. second picture American
troops and equipment are unloaded on
Yellow Beach in the Philippines, while
the third picture at the bottom shows Invasion troops as they dig anti-aircraft
posts in the ruins of a Philippine town.
Note the statue in the center, which is
. virtually the only construction left standing in the desolation.
Soldiers need an unending stream of
supplies and equipment.
Above, men of.
the Quartermaster's Corps unload rations
at a Philippine beach .. Air strips are essentia1and
take a priority as soon as
troops are landed. Below Lt. Gen. George
Kenney and Col. E. S. Wood .watch the.
progress of an air strip on Leyte Island.
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In This IsslIe:
F,RONT COVER

1

The+front
cover shows .{_$T and other.
ships of the convoy heading for the invasion of the Philippine Islands.

PUTTINC AIR TO WORK .. _.__:. __.. ~ .__.__4
Air can be put to work when it iscompressed.
Compressed air furnishes' the
power for tools and machines used ~nthe
mines and shops ~t Butte and that speeds
up production of the metals needed byUncle Sam. Here's the story on the Butte
Hoist Compressor Plant which compresses
the air and thereby furnishes the power
to many of the mines and shops on the
Hill.

PEOPLE AND PLACES

>

.
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A hobby is always of interest to the one
who has it. But a.hobby such as Vincent
Foster's, an electrical maintenance-man at
the Zinc Plant at Great Falls, interests
everyone who sees it. Vincent has a collection of signatures, seals cSf'the states
and match folders from the governors of
all forty-eight states and possessions. '

MEET THE MASONS ._._

_

8

.It is' mighty important. to keep the reverba tory furnaces and the convertors at
the Smelter at Anaconda in tip-top shape
for/they represent a vital cog in the pro-'
ducrion of copper. The brick masons are
on the' j0b' replacing worn or damaged
masonry caused by the tremendous heat'
to which the furnaces are subjected and
production is maintained.

Signa!

_ __.

.1 0

Needed supplies must be available without delay if the many departments of the
Reduction Works at Great Falls maintain
peak production.
It would be easy to
have a bog-down if there were a delay for
.. parts and supplies.
However, the Purchasing Department at Great Falls, headed
by Gene Morgan, does a good job in keepirig a stock on hand and ready to be delivered at a moment's notice.
Result is,
production of essential metals.

•
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COPPER COMMANDO

is tha.officia!

Production ,Committees

of the Anaconda

Qf the Victory

newspaper
Copper

reseritatives

at Butte, Anaconda,

Mining Company and its Union rep- .

Great Falls and East Helena,

•

12

Miners, craftsmen,
office workers and
Company officials participated
in' the
fourth annual tournament
of tine ACM
Bowling League held at the Winter Garden in Butte on March 24 and 25. Fifty
teams were entered in the tournament.
whieh was won by the Ironworkers.

its policies are shaped by both sides and. are dictated
of the War Production

Board.

dorf; its staff photographer

is Les Bishop ...

Carthy, CIO; John F. Bird, AFL; Ed Renouard,

...

II

'Ofthe War Department

ifs chief photographer

and

is AI Gus,

ACM, from Butte;

AFL, and E. S. Bardwell, ACM, from Great Falls ...

Dan Byrne, CIO; Joe

Jack Clark, CIO; Herb Donaldson.
COPPER COMMANDO

the home of every employee of ACM in the four locations your copy advise COPPER COMMANDO

by neither

Its Editorial Board' consists of: Denis Me.,

Marick, AFL; C. A. Lemmon, ACM, from Anaconda:
.

from Labot

Its editors are Bob Newcomb

Marg Sammons; its safety editor is John L. Boardman;

-

It is issued

is headed bya joint committee

every two weeks ... COPPER COMMANDO
and ,Management;

Montana.

,f

with the concurrence
:

Labor-Managemenl

I

COPPER COMMANDO was establishe'd at the recommendation
STRIKES AND SPARES_.

P)lO~CJ I

This picture shows only one American sold ier buried by the Cermans.
Don't let silC
feet of sod in a foreign Ia~d be the'post-wa r future for other American fighting men i,l
they can be, saved by enough war equipmen t and ammunition--on
time!
The front
,cover and the inside cover pictures give us an idea of the staggering quantities needed.
It is necessary that we all-each
and every one-do
everything in our Powe'r to keep',
our American fighting men supplied until e very last Cerman and every last Jap has
surrendered.

/

SU PPLI ES .. __.

Corl>S

- is mailed

to.

if you are not receiving

at 112 Hamilton Street, Butte, or, better still,

drop in and tell us. This is Volume 3, No. 17.
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Here's an inside shot of the Butte Hoist, Compressor Plant showing the eight compressors
/

Putting

l

.

Air to Work·

••
Air can be put to work when it is eempressed. That's the reason that the Butte.
Hoist Compressor Plant has the spotlight
thrown 'its way. It is there that the air is
compressed ,which is tapped from many
outlets around ,the Butte Hill. Each tap
means an increase in production as a time
and labor saving device.
Let's .see how
it is done.

•

used to compress ai'r.·
-,

shaft line to the working places on the
ENORMOUS
quantities of Butte air are
underground levels and by tapping these
put to work and that' helps to keep up the
underground lines power is provided for
production of urgently needed metals for
drilling, :Any miner will tell you' it's a
Uncle Sam each and every day, Fact is.·
whale of a lot easier and faster to drill toone ton. which is equivalent to 32.680
day with power furnished than it was in
cubic feet of air. at this altitude. is used
.the
old days with a hand drill. But that
for 'each three and one-half tons of ore
is only one' of the hundred uses of comproduced.
pressed air around Butte.. It furnishes the
Air can be put to work when it is
power for hoisting many of the cages and
compressed
for then it furnishes the
skips; 'for the air hammers in the blackpower for tools and machines used in the
smith shop; for the air-driven tools in
mines and shops of Butte.
In the larger
mines there is usually a ten-inch air line ..._ the machine shops; for the boring magoing down the shaft and that air line is
chine's in the carpenter shops, You'II find
supplied, with compressed air from the
compressed air being used all over the
Hill in the shops and mines,
Butte Hoist Compressor Plant or one of
There are four compressor plants in
the other three compressor plants on the
Butte: the Leona rd. the Bell. the Never
Hill, A four-inch or smaller air line carSweat and the Butte Hoist. This story is
ries the compressed air from the ten-inch

.
Almost two tons of air per minute' filters through these air filter units •

• 4.

George Dwyer, engineer. closes the atmospheric valve to start compressing.
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about the Butte, HolstCompressoe-Plant.
_,
which.'
building' seventy fee't ..
wide by 'three hundredtwenty
feet long,
running' north a';d south, across the road
from 'the sha~t of the High Ore Mine.
Eight compressors are set i-n line through
the length of the building.
Sixty thou'sand cubic, feet of air a, minute filter
through the" eight air filter units (shown
in the opposite page lower left picture)" ,
and into thesecompressors,
T~ air goes
through the fi!ter~,which
have two
screens and are packed with metal wool; ,
and through the intake pipes 'and into the
low pressure cylinder (shown tothe right
In the pictur~ to the right" opposite page). ,
Theair comes in at atmosphericpressure
;
which' is about e~even and three-fourths
pounds per square inch. -In the low pressure cylinder the air is compressed to'
twenty-five pounds per square inch. \ It
then· passes into an inter-cooler in the
basement of thebuilding andmoves from
there to the high pressure cylinder
(such as is shown in the picture to the
right) 'where it is compressed to ninety
. pounds per square inch. It is then ready

dccuiiesa

..

."
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_

•

Machinist Joseph Sullivan is shown working on the high pressure cylinder, oil- pumps.

/

Here's
~ Irving Nankervis, electrician, at t,he compressor control board.

Wilferd Davis, master mechanci, and Ha,roIdNevin, compressor foreman.

,

to move out through the discharge pipe
lirle (it'~ the horizontal pipe in the top
picture) for ninety poun,ds per square
inch is the required pressure to keep the
operations gqing around the' Hil]. The
top picture on th~e next 'page shows the
storage tanksto which, this ninety-pound '
compressed air passes from the discharge .pipes and from which it is -discharged
through many miles9f distribution pipe
lines to the outlets.
That's John Gannon, engineer, in the
bottom ,piCture starting one of the twostage compressors used at the Butte Hoist
Compressor Plant. .Because of its construction this machine cannot be started
directly on electric power. Therefore, it
must be started as an engine similar to a
steam engine and be brought up to a speed
of seventy-five revolutions per minute by
means of compressed air before the electric current can be turned on. John opens
a valve to letIn the compressed airwhen
starting the engine, and when it has come
up to speed, he cuts off the compressed
/
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John Cannon. engineer. starts the compressor while Bob Me!vi.,. oiler, oils the low pressure cylinder~

•s •

air,the electric switch is thrown in, and
he then reverses the. valve mechanism
and the machine starts to compress air.
When starting, the compressed air exhausts to the atmosphere.
This requires
careful co-ordination between the engineer and the operator of the control panel.
Irving Nankervis, the electrical operator
at the control panel', and John watch a
light on the wall which burns with a flickering light until the 75'r. p.m. are attained and at that instant the light goes
out. That is their signal for action, John
reverses the valves which result in the load
being taken by the motor with, power
turned on by Irving.

!l'

The lower right picture on page four
shows George Dwyer starting a converted
Norberg compressor.
This compressor is
started by the electrical operator pressing
a button on the control board which turns
on the electricity.
The valves, of the en- .
gine are opened by the engineer and the
• machine is built to 75 r. p. m. at which
time the atmospheric valves of the engine
are closed and it becomes a compressor.

,

The receivers or storage tanks just
outside the compressor plant (shown in.
the top picture) are connected to a series
of sixteen horizontal receivers or storage
tanks (shown in the bottom picture)
which are about a quarter of a mile down
the hill. They are connected by an eighteen inch air line 'which connects to a
header allowing the compressed air to entffi'the tops of the rec~ivers down the hill.

Harold Nevin and Wilfred Davis stand beside the water tank 'which equalises the pressure.

At a short distance above the plant
there is a steel water tank (shown in the
middle picture) which is one hundred
feet in diameter and ten feet in depth.
This water tank is also connected to the
lower bank of receivers.
It's connected
by a forty-two inch water pipe line which
allows the water to enter the bottom of
the receivers down the hill. The column
of water entering the bottom of these receivers when the steel tank is filled just
balances the ninety-pound pressure of air
entering the top of the receivers. 'rr the
pressure of the air decreases, the water in
the steel tank lowers and the water itself
flows into the lower bank of receivers. If
the water in the upper tanks is lowered it
indicates that the pressure of the air has'
dropped. In other words, this hydrostatic
system is used to maintain a uniform.pressure on the air in the distribution lines to
the mines and shops. It is aimed to keep
the pressure of the air between ninety
pounds and eighty-six pounds at all times.
If the pressure goes down as indicated by
the lowering of the water in· the steel
water tank, it is necessary to cut in other
compressors to bring the pressure back to
ninety pounds.
,

J

..
j
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Sixteen receivers down the hill are a reservoir for compress~d air for the Butte Mines and Shops.

The engineers. oilers and electrlcians
at the Butte Hoist Compressor Plant do a
fine job of keeping the pressure at ninety
p~unds-the
required pressure.
It is ap-'
preciated not only by the fellows who use
the power on the Hill but also by Uncle
Sam who needs the metal produced by
putting air to work.
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P~ople _(;' Places
•

THE ANVI,L CHORUS

WE

stand a fair ch~nce of becom'ing
the world's leading nation of gripers.

...:

There are few enterprises
in the
course of the civilian day that don't come
in for a gripe of some kind. We"'re short
of cigarettes,
we're short of whiskey;
meat is getting tough to get, and now the
crowning 'indignity is t:welv~ o'clock closing. The way you hear it locally, Montana is really getting a rough deal.
Well, since the g'rass always looks
greener on the other 'side of the fence,
let's take a look at it together: In Chicago
one recent weekend, for example, ,there
wasn't a pound of meat to be had for love I
or money. On either coast a steak is unheard of except at black market prices,
and has been unheard of for months. One
of your editors, working back east, was
\
'.
able to get one package of cigarettes' over
a period of five weeks; he had to pay
forty cents for 'it, and the cigarettes were
a startling mixture of, sulphur and floor
scrapings so violent that the smoker had
to hold on to the building with both ,hands
'eVery time he took a puff.

VINCENT
FOSTER, shown in the picture below with his wife, is looking over
the concrete evidence that a hobby can
be something to be proud of. Here's the
way Vincent's hobby started.
One night
several years ago he heard a woman over
the radio tell of her hobby of collecting
match .folders. He liked the idea but decided to go a step farther and give it a
new twist.
Vincent wrote to aU the governors of
the forty-eight states andipossessions, and
to the President and requested their signatures, the seal of the state and match
folders from the state.
Match folders
started coming in during 1940 and they
are still coming.
To date he's received
over eight hundred different match folders as well as the. seals of all the states and
the signatures of the governors.
In addition he has letters from the White House,
Alaska- Hawaii,' China, Italy, England,
Australia, Porto Rico, and Guam. He has
received from one to thirty match folders
-along with each letter:
They are all
mounted in the book ~hown in the picture
below. He made the cover of the book of
three-eighths
inch plywood and bound it
in brass and used a piano hinge.- The
pages are twenty inches by twenty inches
and the four hundred pages with the cover
make it about four inches in thickness.
He keeps' it at his home and any time
you're passing 1619 Holt Housing drop in
and see it for yourself.
In addition to seeing Vincent's collection of match folders. seals. and signatures. you'lI enjoy seeing his garden and.
flowers.
First prize was awarded him.
last year by the Great Falls Housing Authority.
His garden' is at therearof his
home and his front yardis a lovely picture

with its fourteen rose bushes of various
varieties,
Mexican -Iilies, rhododendron
and border flowers.
Vincent has been at the Great Falls
Plant for almost twenty years; most of
which he's spent at the Zinc Plant.
Today as. electrical
maintenance'
man
for the..roasters, he is all over the Zinc
Roaster Department,
for there are ten
electric locomotives to be serviced as well
as two forty-ton cranes, one thirty-ton
crane. fourteen roaster motors. six coolers
and other electrical equipment. Our guess
is that he does a good job on anything he
takes on. We saw the evidence in his'
collection and gardening and his twentyyear record at the Plant speaks for itself,
IN THE MAIL

So far as closing at twelve is co.-cerned, in spite of all the squawks it
seems to be helping the country as a
whole. There is the small matter of a war '
yet to be won, and a whole lot of people
feel ~hat you can pack in a decent quantity of whoopee before midnight and still
he on ,the job /the next morning with a
,head that doesn't have to be pried through
the front door.
,

,

Anyway, it's still a hell of a lot easier"
for us than the boys in uniform.
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A letter received the other day from"
, John R. Coulter. department
foreman at "
the Electrolytic Copper Refinery at Great
Falls and well knownsl-H Club leader and
champion vegetable grower, reminded us
that it is victory garden time again. [ohn
started instructing his 4-H- students on
March L2th. First lesson was on the use
of phosphate fertilizer.
(Remember the
story on the phosphate mines at Conda,
Idaho?) Each child in [ohn's class will
plant his or her own seeds and grow the
plants to be transplanted to victory gardens which are to be fifty by fifty feet.
With the prediction that the food situation on the home front will become more
dificult this year than ever before. victory
gardens may not only be patrioti~ but
they may be actually necessary.
Uncle
Sam has requested
twenty million for
1.945. If you need expert advice or yours,
get ln touch with John.

The liq~or situation isn't any worse
in Montana ,than anywhe,re else, and it's
a lot bett,r·than
in many states. It's true
that' in ,some places back east, a customer
can g9t a case at a time, but we know few
people 'who can afford 'it,and eve':" if they
could they can drink it only a bottle at a
time, so why the gripe? Besides, the stuff
as a rule is a form of unidentifiable
rotgut that aids in giving the consumer
thereof a green light to the grave.

-
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THERE
are· two good' crews of brick
masons at the Smelter at Anaconda, so we
decided to take one crew in this issue andthe other crew a little later on. Their
work is so 'interesting. and certainlv so
important to the maintenance of proper
production that we "don't want to crowd
them.
That's Floyd long and his 'crew in
the big picture
at the top. ln the , front
.
row are: Ray Petit, Floyd Smith, F. P.
Van Wart, Earl Camitsch "and. Fred Hewitt. In the back row we see Floyd Long,
foreman, "RaySmallwood, Caspar Oimoen,
Joe Ryd, Eric Smith, Omar Clavelot and
Harry Collins, superintendent.
Caspar,
Joe and Eric are all bricklayers.
.
. We got an office shot of Harry going
. oyer' some figures with Ed Perro, clerkyou can see them in the picture to the left.
It was a busy time for these boys
when we visited them.
In the large picture at the top ,Of the facing page a crew
is putting in charge holes in the roof of
the reverb furnace and from left to right
you wi II probably recognize Carl Cole,
Fred Rainville (both bricklayers),
Bob
Montgomery,
John Harold - and Anton
Fleck, all helpers.
For these people this
job on one of the reverb furnaces was not
considered tough but just..a routine- part
of the work.
/'
In those two small pictures just below, we thought we would show you two
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craftsmen working on the wall of the reverbs. They are Caspar Oimoen and) Joe
Ryd. The man at the right spreading
mortar is Joe Ryd.
That is Eric Smith in the narrow picture at the right working in a tight spot
on the front wall of the reverb furnace,
and in the picture below we Were able to
get a shot of Ray Petit, F. P. Van Wart
and Earl Camitsch passing bricks to masons.
The reverbs and converters at the
Smelter require constant attention
and
care because they represent a vital -cog in
the production of copper, and if there is
any breakdown, the whole production line
is affected,
It is therefore necessary that
.the boys keep an ever-watchful
eye on
this part of the Smelter. One of the major
. operations is cleaning out the reverbs and
replacing worn or damaged masonry. The
tremendous heat to which the furnaces
are subjected makes it essential that the
reverbs and converters be kept in tip-top
shape all the time.
Most of the folks at the Smelter
know that when the war broke out, it was
necessary to step up production tremendously at the Smelter.
This put a great
strain on existing equipment and it was
essential that facilities be enlarged as rapidly as possible in order to meet the huge
demands of Uncle Sam for his fighting
forces.
In those early days, the masons
dug in and worked tooth and nail to en-

large· the reverbs to the greatest possible
capacity.
It was no-easy job and while it
may be hard sometimes for a mason to
figure just how he is helping to win the
war, anybody can see that equipment of
this sort must be maintained at the most
efficient peak.
It is just as important
as shooting a gun or operating a plane.

I
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SIJPPLIES

•
In order to keep the m,a,nyclepartments
of the Red,uction Works at Great Falls
productng vital war materials for Uncle
Sam, it is important to have neeclecl sup·
plies available at .... times.
That means
the Purchasing Department must keep en
rhe job. They do--and here's how they

/

do it""

•
Here's A. N. Peterson and Carol Miller, temporary vacation employee, comparing invoices.

.FROM

fifteen to twenty orders come
into the Purchasing Department at Great
• Falls each day for needed supplies f~r the
many departments
at the Reduction
Works.
It is most essential for the operation of the plant that these orders be
filled promptly, for if there isn't the material with which to work, production will
be at a standsti II. For example, if the
poles from Bonner for the poling operations at the Furnace' Refinery weren't
available when needed, it would hinder
production. The same is true if the chemicalsand thousands of other items needed
by the departments
for their successful
.operation are not on hand.
'
It takes planning to have the supplies on hand when needed, and it is the
job of the Purchasing
Department
to
make the plans 'and carry them through
so that no needed material will be lacking.

Ralph Millard, assistant storekeeper,

has charge of thfll office and pinch-hits for Cene Morga,n.

All material ordered locally for the
plant is either written up on a local order
book which is in triplicate form or else on
a requisition, depending on the material
involved. All other material is ordered on
requisitions which are written up in triplicate form. One copy is sent to the Butte
Purchasing
Department
through which
the orders are placed; one copy is sent to
the warehouse to await the arrival of the
material; and one copy is retained for the
files in the Purchasing Department office.
. All stock items are coded according
to material and location and are sent to
• · the business machines room to be entered
on the stock cards as being.on order. Proof
sheets are run on all transactions and are
compared in the. office for possible mistakes. When the supplies ordered arrive
in Great Falls, the fellows in the warehouse check them in, as you know from
the story on the warehouse recently used
in Copper Commando. After the material
has been checked in on the original requisitions, the requisitions are returned to the
Purchasing Department.
When the materials have been checked, the departmenr placing the origina] order is called
and advised of its receipt, and it 'is paid

I

Pricing clerk, Walter Medved, and Frank Blair, who does the coding, get together to check,

• 10 •
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tor by warehouse order. The warehouse
order is a source of charge against the department.
However, if the suppliesa~e
stored in the warehouse or anyone of the
'seventy storage
locations around the
plant, the department is not charged with
the suppJies until they are taken from the
storage 1ocation.
Lillian Silha (you'll see her in' a later
issue-of Copper Commando cover ing the
I. B. M. Department;
she was pullingcards to be priced when we covered that
department)
checks extensions on all invoices received at the Great Falls plant.
Each~invoice is given a file number- and,
at the same time, is matched up by requisition to rbe cross-referenced.
At that
time; she makes up a listing of ' the Invoices received which is entered in the
purchase book.
A.s this is finished, the invoices are
passed along to A. N. Peterson, who
is the
I
freight receiving clerk.
Pete places all
orders for material bought locally.
He
also checks in all material received against
invoices and requisitions. applies freight
and express, and makes a report of all material received .. The original of his report '
, is sent to the 'Purchasing Department in'
Butte for their records, and the duplicate
copy remains in the files. Carol Miller,
comparing invoices with Mr. Peterson,
was a temporary vacation employee ..

. Gene Morgan is the man in charge of the Purchasing

Department

at the Reduction

Wor~s.

When the' invoices are finished, they
are passed along to Walter Medved, who
is'-pricing clerk. His job is to check in all
stock material received on invoices as to
,quantity and also to figure all invoices
coming into the department for prices.
Mildred Monsos, shown in the lower
picture, has an officeto herself. She handies all requisitions for material ordered
,and' received and [s in charge of the very
complete filing system.
Gene Morgan, shown in the picture
above, is in charge of the Purchasing Departrnent.
If he 'is away, Ralph Millard,
in the picture to the left, pinch-hits for
him. Ralph is i).ssistant Storekeeper and
has charge of the office.

-

Checking

and ~omparing

iBM and Purchasing

Department

reports

kept Loretta

Schroeder

busy.

F'rank Blair, .in the picture below
Ralph's, has charge of the stock books for
all material used in the plant. Everything
, is handled by 'ca'rds, and Frank codes the
orders for the tabulating machines.

f

I'

That's Loretta Schroeder in the middle picture at the files. Loretta left the
Purchasing Department on March 1. She
has been replaced by Marybelle jackson
who is comparer and control desk clerk.
Her duties consist of checking the work
done in the office and by the International Business Machine room and clearing of
invoices covering specially ordered material.
The Purchasing Department is an important one, for without its operations,
the plant would not and could not run-as
smoothly as it does.
Mildred

•

1

1
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Monsos has charge of the requisitions

fOr materials

ordered

and received

• II •

and the files.

Committee in eha,rge of t.he second tournament.

Mt. View team which came in tenth for $25.00.
.
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Eight pins fell with Roy Clover's first roll.
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Here's the Original Car.,ge No.1 team posing.

t?;:

~6MPETITION
was keen for the fif~y
.tea~s entered for the second annual
Butte bowling tournament of the ACM
employees.
The' tournament
was. held.
March-Zsl and 25 at the Winter Garden
Bowling Alleys, Prize money of $675.00
was contributed by the bowlers and the
Company to be paid to the winners of the
team events. With this in mind, the boys
used hook, curve, straight and backup
balls in an effort to finish in the money.
Spares and strikes were1. more in, ,evidence
than blows, misses, errors or chops and
the bo~lers observed the ten points of .. "'"
ten pin etiquette to a man.
The Ironworkers team came in for
the first prize of $100,00 with a score of
2882. Players on the winning team were
Gus Kingston, President of the ACM
Howling Leagues in Butte, Mark Sherick,
.Bill Mc+lugh." Joe Panion and Leo Mack.
Second money of $87.50 for a score of
2844 went to the Badger Mine team. The
Sampling Department team for a score of
2827 was th:jrd and
was awarded $77.50.
,
Other teams rolling in the money were:
Steamfitters,
Claim Department,
Anaconda Boiler Shop, Research Department, ,
Montana Hardware, Rarus Indians, Mountain View Mine, Rocker .Bluebirds, More
Rocks, Tire Shop, Rocker Mill, Mines Office and Diamond Mine. An award went
~.
to the 'Hawkeswor'th Drill team with 959
for high single game, out of the, money,
The committee in charge of the sec.Ii
ond annual AC_M employees' tournament
are' showrr in the top upper left picture.
They are, front row, left to right: Gus
Kingston, President of the ACM 'Bowling
Leagues in Butte, Earl Williams; Secretary, Lawrence "Buck"
Rogers, Loyd
Bermingham, Vice-President.
Back row,
left -to right: Hal Rahilly; Jim Carrigan,
Jim Murphy, D. E. Leary, Peter O'Neill,
Roy Glover and Jerry Murphy.
,

Here are-the first..men-up on each team,at start.
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The Jronworkers Jr. Team select their balls.

Lamp House team ready for misses and strikes.

No .1 team from High Ore Pumps gets set to roll-

Doris Ric"a.rcJs,scorekeeper of strikes and spares.

The Leonard Boiler Shop team befote rolling.
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